T-Connect: Making EDI Easy for People and Computers

Meeting the Business Need
Healthcare intermediaries create valuable data exchanges for providers and health plans with T-Connect. Their developers access the callable APIs of our T-Connect SDK Plus HIPAA Database Solution to improve data visibility, tracking, and reporting. This technology has become the “EDI engine” for today’s more robust intermediaries as they began offering provider facing software solutions. You too can grow your business, reduce administrative costs, and create a competitive advantage with T-Connect solutions. Let’s explore how these innovative EDI, HL7, or NCPDP solutions make a positive contribution to your digital transformation goals and growth expectations.

Ensuring EDI Healthcare Specificity
Choosing an EDI Software or EDI Managed Service requires the consideration of many important and industry specific qualities. For example, does the solution provide your team with WEDI SNIP Rule support (SNIP 1, 2 minimum)? How does the solution facilitate the implementation of elevated SNIP edits (such as SNIP 3)? What about PHI data, how is it handled? Is the EDI healthcare platform offered as a product software, a hosted SaaS, or a managed service?

Our Background
We were EDI integration consultants first, which allows us to bring a unique partnering perspective. Over the years, we’ve experienced the frustrations of integrating/customizing off-the-shelf supply chain and logistics products. These EDI software products may claim to be for healthcare but were generically retrofitted.

Our Mission
We’ve made it our mission to spare your team from the hassles of working with these non-healthcare specific and non-developer friendly solutions. As a result, T-Connect shines where other solutions fail; scaling, developer customization adaptability, and installation efficiency.
Creating Your Competitive Advantage

T-Connect solutions provide a framework for better healthcare data utilization. They equip your development team with these advanced capabilities:

**Scale to Meet Any Processing Volume**
T-Connect provides the fastest parsing and data ingestion engine in the industry. This amplifies your revenue growth opportunities. Your team will have the confidence in knowing their data engine can scale. No need to hesitate when asked if your solution can handle the payload of those larger customers with big HIPAA data processing needs.

**Create Reports and Extract Data**
All EDI data is stored in speed-optimized relational databases as it's being parsed and consumed. This allows for customizable data access for the needs of your business. Our solution frameworks enable your developers to customize as and when needed. With T-Connect, it's easy to implement workflow customizations according to your team's unique processing needs. Leverage our existing reports, workflows, and dashboards or tailor the solution to create a unique competitive advantage.

**Perform Industry Level SNIP Validations**
With T-Connect your team is EDI compliant from day one. Get industry-level validation including Strategic National Implementation Process (SNIP) levels 1 and 2. SNIP Validation ensures EDI files are syntactically and structurally correct. The solution's EDI editor interface provides easy-to-understand validation results with error explanations and suggested edits.

**Reduce Implementation Timeframes**
Our solutions accelerate implementation and trading partner on-boarding. Because we built T-Connect with healthcare organizations in mind, our technology defies the typically invasive and lengthy implementation process. We provide automated installation scripts and templated inbound/outbound processes with our out-of-the-box installation. This dramatically reduces implementation time frames. Now your team can begin processing claims, enrollments, and payments in just a few days.

Watch our solution overview and schedule your online demo at caliberhealth.com today!